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Testosterone and dihydrotestosterone differentially
improve cognition in aged female mice
Ted S. Benice1 and Jacob Raber1,2,3,4
1

Department of Behavioral Neuroscience, Oregon Health and Science University, Portland, Oregon 97239, USA; 2Department of
Neurology, Oregon Health and Science University, Portland, Oregon 97239, USA; 3Division of Neuroscience ONPRC, Oregon
Health and Science University, Portland, Oregon 97239, USA
Compared with age-matched male mice, female mice experience a more severe age-related cognitive decline (ACD). Since
androgens are less abundant in aged female mice compared with aged male mice, androgen supplementation may
enhance cognition in aged female mice. To test this, we assessed behavioral performance on a variety of tasks in 22- to
24-mo-old gonadally intact female mice treated for 6 wk with silastic capsules containing either testosterone (T) or
dihydrotestosterone (DHT) or empty capsules (placebo). Compared with placebo-treated mice, spatial memory retention
in the water maze was enhanced by testosterone treatment, but not DHT treatment. In contrast, DHT treatment
improved passive avoidance (PA) retention, while T treatment only did so marginally. These data support that androgen
supplementation in old female mice improves cognitive performance differentially depending upon the type of hormone
treatment and cognitive task.

Age-related cognitive decline (ACD) refers to a generalized disruption of cognitive function that occurs during the aging process in
the absence of overt neurodegenerative disease (Small et al. 1995;
Tisserand and Jolles 2003). ACD is associated with declines in
multiple cognitive domains, including spatial cognition (Driscoll
et al. 2005), verbal memory (Small et al. 1995), attention (Tisserand
and Jolles 2003), and executive function (Hanninen et al. 1997).
Along with functional cognitive decline, there are associated agerelated disruptions in cortical and hippocampal volumes (Driscoll
et al. 2003), volumes of cortical gray matter and cerebrospinal fluid
(Smith et al. 2007), and white matter integrity (Silbert et al. 2008).
As the population ages, it becomes increasingly important to find
ways to prevent and treat ACD.
In rodents, there is a clear sex difference in age of ACD onset
(Markowska 1999; Frick et al. 2000; Benice et al. 2006), as assessed
by some, but not all, cognitive tasks, with females showing earlier
onset compared with males. However, the cognitive endpoint
with advanced age is similar between the sexes. Sex differences
in the onset of age-related cognitive performance deficits may be
partly due to differences in gonadal hormone levels. Female rats
experience earlier declines in hippocampus-dependent spatial
memory performance compared with male rats (Markowska 1999).
In addition, age-related performance deficits on a spatial ‘‘working
memory’’ task in aged female rats are exacerbated by estrogen
withdrawal and recovered by chronic systemic replacement with
estradiol combined with priming subcutaneous injections with
estradiol (Markowska and Savonenko 2002). Middle-aged female
mice show greater age-related impairments in the spatial ‘‘reference’’-memory water maze task compared with middle-aged males
(Frick et al. 2000; Benice et al. 2006). Similar to rats, these deficits
are antagonized by daily subcutaneous injections of estradiol
(Frick et al. 2002). In mice that express human apolipoprotein
E4, a major risk factor for sporadic Alzheimer’s disease, females
show greater impairments than males in spatial reference memory
performance (Raber et al. 2000) that are improved by 8 d of systemic treatment with either testosterone (T) or dihydrotestoster-

one (DHT) capsules (Raber et al. 2002). Although also affected
by hippocampal lesions (Stubley-Weatherly et al. 1996), the passive avoidance (PA) task in rodents is very sensitive to amygdala
lesions (Swartzwelder 1981). Compared with male mice, female
mice also show greater age-related declines in PA performance
(Benice et al. 2006), and PA performance in aged female mice can
be improved by giving subcutaneous injections of estradiol after
training (Frye et al. 2005). In the novel object recognition memory
task, which is hippocampus dependent only with long 24-h delays
between learning and retrieval (Hammond et al. 2004), performance is also disrupted by age in female mice (Vaucher et al.
2002). Although removal of estradiol by ovariectomy further
impairs performance (Vaucher et al. 2002), supplementation with
post-training intraperitoneal injections of estradiol may not recover performance on this task in aged females (Gresack et al.
2007). Though the effects of estrogens on cognitive performance
in aged females have been studied extensively, no studies have
specifically investigated whether androgen supplementation affects
spatial memory in the water maze navigational task, emotional
memory as assessed in the PA task, or object recognition memory
performance in aged female rodents. In addition, since males have
higher levels of circulating androgens compared with females at all
ages, it is possible that androgens may confer some protection
against ACD.
Androgens are steroid compounds that bind to and activate
the nuclear androgen receptor (AR), which affects neuronal function by altering gene transcription (McPhaul and Young 2001).
ARs are expressed at high levels in brain areas important for cognition such as the hippocampus, amygdala, and cerebral cortex in
rodents (Simerly et al. 1990), and the levels of AR in the brain
are modulated by androgens (Lu et al. 1998). Importantly, the
morphology of neurons in these regions is sensitive to manipulations in androgen levels. For example, the density of dendritic
spine synapses in the CA1 region of the hippocampus is increased
by DHT treatment in ovariectomized female rats (Leranth et al.
2004), and androgen administration to neonatal female rats increases the adult hippocampal dentate gyrus volume (Isgor and
Sengelaub 1998). In addition, neuronal and regional volumes in
the amygdala are increased by T administration both in neonatal
(Cooke 2006) and adult female rats (Morris et al. 2008).
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To characterize the effects of androgen supplementation on
cognitive performance in aged female mice, we treated 22- to 24mo-old female mice with T, nonaromatizable DHT, or placebo and
tested performance on spatial memory in the water maze, object
recognition memory, and PA tasks. It is important to note that
T can be readily aromatized to estradiol in the brain and periphery.
Thus, effects of T on cognitive performance cannot be interpreted
as wholly androgen effects. However, the potent androgen dihydrotestosterone cannot be aromatized and its effects are therefore
androgenic. Thus, we hypothesized that if androgenic mechanisms, apart from aromatization to estradiol, are beneficial for
cognitive task performance in aged female mice, then DHT supplementation as well as T supplementation would improve performance in all three of the cognitive tasks. However, if cognitive
performance enhancement relies upon aromatization to estradiol,
then DHT supplementation would not improve performance.
We also measured anxiety-like behavior and motor coordination
as these behaviors can potentially contribute to differences in
learning and memory (Benice et al. 2006).

Figure 2. Measures of anxiety (A) and activity (B) in the open field.
Neither T nor DHT supplementation significantly changed anxiety or
activity.

Results
Condition of the aged mice during the procedures

Novel object (NO) and novel location (NL) memory

All mice survived the capsule implantation procedure, and none
showed obvious signs of ill effects due to surgery. One T-treated
mouse died in the days between being tested in the referencememory Morris water maze and roto-rod. All other mice survived
the testing regimen, were ambulatory and active, had no debilitating cases of hair loss and dermatitis, and had no obvious loss
of sight.

Treatment with T (n = 11) or DHT (n = 10) did not improve object
recognition compared with treatment with placebo (n = 8; Fig. 3).
There was no effect of hormone treatment on either the novel
object recognition score (F(2,28) = 0.886, P = 0.43; Fig. 3A) or the
novel location recognition score (F(2,28) = 0.68, P = 0.51; Fig. 3B). In
addition, there was also no difference between the treatment
groups in total time spent exploring the objects over the five NO/
NL trials (F(2,26) = 0.43, P = 0.66; Fig. 3C) and no interaction
between treatment group and NO/NL trials for this measure
(F(8,104) = 1.2, P = 0.29).

Hormone levels
Both T (F(2,16) = 572, P < 0.001) and DHT (F(2,16) = 77.1, P < 0.001)
supplementation successfully elevated hormone levels over placebo (Fig. 1). T levels were significantly higher in the mice supplemented with T (n = 6) compared with either placebo (n = 5) or
DHT-treated mice (n = 6; P < 0.05 by Duncan’s post-hoc test).
Similarly, DHT levels were highest in the mice supplemented with
T compared with either DHT- or placebo-treated mice (P < 0.05 by
Duncan’s post-hoc test). DHT levels were higher in the DHTtreated mice compared with placebo-treated mice (P < 0.05 by
Duncan’s post-hoc test), but T levels were not.

Reference-memory Morris water maze
Performance during the training phase of the water maze task was
unaffected by treatments with T (n = 11), DHT (n = 10), or placebo
(n = 8; Fig. 4B,C). Swim speeds during the visible training sessions
did not differ between the treatment groups (F(2,28) = 2.42, P =
0.11; Fig. 4A). However, there was a trend toward a hormone treatment effect on swim speed during the hidden training sessions
(F(2,28) = 2.69, P = 0.09). There was an effect of session on escape
latency in both the visible (F(3,75) = 3.95, P = 0.01) and hidden
sessions (F(5,130) = 7.87, P < 0.001), indicating that the mice improved performance during training (Fig. 4B). The same was found
for total distance moved (Fig. 4C) in both the visible (F(3,75) = 8.42,
P < 0.01) and hidden (F(5,130) = 13.1, P < 0.001) sessions. However,
there was no effect of hormone treatment on escape latency (or
total distance moved) in either visible (F(2,26) = 0.75, P = 0.48) or
hidden (F(2,26) = 1.23, P = 0.31) trials, and there were no significant
interactions between session and hormone treatment.
In contrast to the training performance, T-treated mice showed
improved performance during the probe trial memory test after
the last day of training (Fig. 4F). The T-treated females showed
spatial bias for the target quadrant indicating spatial learning of
the target location after day 3 of hidden training (P < 0.05 by
a priori planned contrast), but not after day 1 (Fig. 4D) or day 2
(Fig. 4E). In contrast, neither placebo- or DHT-treated females ever
showed spatial bias for the target quadrant.

Open field
Treatment with T (n = 11), DHT (n = 10), or placebo (n = 8) did not
affect measures of anxiety or activity in the open field (Fig. 2).
There was no effect of hormone treatment on percentage time
spent in the center of the open field (F(2,28) = 1.18, P = 0.32; Fig.
2A). There was also no effect of hormone treatment on total
distance moved in the open field (F(2,28) = 1.81, P = 0.18; Fig. 2B).

Figure 1. Plasma T and DHT levels for mice supplemented with either T
(n = 6) or DHT (n = 6) or given placebo (n = 5; empty capsules). *P < 0.05
vs. placebo treated group by Duncan’s post-hoc test following ANOVA.
#
P < 0.05 vs. DHT-treated group by Duncan’s post-hoc test following
ANOVA.
www.learnmem.org
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There was a significant effect of training trial on roto-rod performance (F(8,200) = 3.87, P < 0.001) indicating improvement in
performance over the nine training trials (Fig. 5). However, there
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mentation with T, but not DHT, we found improved spatial
reference memory in the Morris water maze; (2) compared with
placebo treatment, supplementation with DHT improved PA
memory, whereas T only marginally improved performance; and
(3) hormone supplementation had no effect on either location or
object novelty recognition memory open field measures of anxiety, or roto-rod performance. These data are the first to explore the
cognitive-enhancing effects of androgen hormone supplementation in aged female rodents. The data support the hypothesis that
androgen hormone supplementation is beneficial for some aspects of cognitive function in aged female mice. Also, androgenic
mechanisms may present different targets for treatment of separate aspects of ACD.
The aged female mice treated with placebo in this study failed
to show any target quadrant preference during any probe trial.
This is similar to previous findings using the same strain of female
mice aged 18- to 20-mo old (Benice et al. 2006). Treatment with T,
but not DHT or placebo, improved target quadrant bias on the
third and final probe trial, indicating a significant improvement in
spatial memory. In addition, since there was no effect of either T or
DHT in the visible training portion of the water maze task, it is
unlikely that performance differences in the water maze are due
to motor effects of androgens. Similar results have been recently
reported in aged male rats using a ‘‘working-memory’’–radial-arm
water maze task (Bimonte-Nelson et al. 2003). In addition to
reducing the number of errors in a trial, T, but not DHT, increased
message levels of brain-derived neurotrophic factor in the hippocampus (Bimonte-Nelson et al. 2003). This was interpreted to
mean that conversion of T to 17b-estradiol was the likely pathway
for Ts effects on brain and behavior. This idea is supported by
a large literature indicating that 17b-estradiol can improve spatial
memory task performance (Galea et al. 2008). Since T, but not
DHT, improved spatial memory in our study, it is likely that the
beneficial effects of T on spatial memory in aged mice are due to
aromatization to estradiol. Other investigators have divided aged
animals into groups of ‘‘learners’’ and ‘‘nonlearners’’ according to
their proximity to the hidden platform during water maze training
and have shown that approximately half of aged rats are impaired
while the other half perform like younger animals (Smith et al.
2000). Here, we also divided animals into learners and nonlearners
according to whether they showed a higher percentage of time
swimming in the target quadrant during the probe trial (data not
shown). Similar to previous reports (Smith et al. 2000), four of
the eight placebo-treated female mice were nonlearners and seven
of the 10 DHT-treated mice were nonlearners according to this
definition. Interestingly, only four of 11 T-treated mice were nonlearners. Although the number of mice in learner and nonlearner
categories in each treatment group were not significantly different
by x2 test (data not shown), this further supports that T, and not
DHT, is effective in enhancing spatial memory in aged female
mice. In addition, further analysis suggested that the division of
water maze performance into learners and nonlearners did not
carry over into PA or novel object/novel location memory, suggesting that aging differentially affects performance on these tasks
at the level of the individual subject. Also, there was no indication
that T or DHT levels were different between water-maze learners
and nonlearners.
In contrast to its effects on spatial reference memory, supplementation with DHT greatly improved PA memory performance. Testosterone supplementation also resulted in modestly
improved performance over placebo. However, the effect of T
supplementation on PA should be interpreted with caution, as the
variation in performance was large. It is possible that a larger
sample might reveal a more robust performance improvement.
Nonetheless, the present results are in agreement with previous
data suggesting that systemic administration of DHT can, under

Figure 3. Novel object (A), novel location (B) recognition performance,
and total exploration time during the five trials of the NO/NL task (C ).
Preference for the novel object during trial 5 (novel object test), and for
a familiar object in a novel location vs. the old location, were unaffected
by T or DHT supplementation, as were total exploration time during the
five trials of the NO/NL task.

was no effect of treatment with T (n = 10), DHT (n = 11), or placebo
(n = 8; F(2,25) = 1.71, P = 0.30), and there was no interaction
between hormone treatment and training trial.

Passive avoidance
DHT (n = 10) treatment, but not T treatment (n = 10), significantly
increased latency to enter the dark chamber in the PA memory task
compared with placebo (n = 8; Fig. 6). There was no hormone
treatment effect on test acquisition (x2 = 2.07, P = 0.35; Fig. 6A).
However, there was an effect of hormone treatment on PA
memory retention 24 h after training (x2 = 6.87, P = 0.03; Fig.
6B). Compared with placebo, DHT significantly increased latency
to enter the dark compartment during the memory retention test
trial (Z = 2.54, P = 0.02), but T did not (Z = 1.67, P = 0.12). However,
there was no significant difference in PA memory performance
between T- and DHT-treated females (Z = 0.93, P = 0.48). For the
placebo-treated mice, six out of eight mice entered the dark
compartment during the test trial. In contrast, only one out of
10 DHT-treated mice entered the dark compartment. The performance of T-treated mice was in between placebo- and DHT-treated
mice, with four out of 10 mice entering the dark compartment.
Similar to latency to enter, x2 tests revealed that a smaller proportion of DHT-treated mice entered the dark compartment
compared with placebo (x2 = 7.9, P < 0.05), but there were no
significant differences between either T or placebo or between T
and DHT.

Discussion
There were three major findings from this study in 22- to 24-moold female mice: (1) Compared with placebo-treatment, supplewww.learnmem.org
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plasma. Finally, this could be a dosedependent effect in that very high levels
of circulating androgens are less beneficial for PA performance compared with
lower levels, as has been suggested for
verbal and spatial memory performance
in older men (Cherrier et al. 2007). Further study is needed to elucidate the
precise reason why T is only partially
effective in enhancing PA performance
in aged female mice.
Neither T nor DHT supplementation
affected performance on measures of
NO/NL recognition memory. Within the
limits of our study, these results indicate
that behavioral performance on this task
is androgen insensitive in aged female
mice. Whereas age-related disruptions
in water maze reference memory and PA
memory performance are greater in female mice compared with male mice,
age-related decline in NO/NL recognition
is unaffected by sex (Benice et al. 2006).
Although not directly related to androgen levels, these results support the idea
that age-related decline in NO/NL recognition may be unaffected by reduced
androgen levels. Also, NL recognition
declines with age in mice but NO recogFigure 4. Average swim velocity (A) and learning during the hidden and visible trials of referencenition does not (Benice et al. 2006). Thus,
memory water maze training as measured by escape latency (B) and total distance moved (C ). Also
an androgen-induced performance enshown are memory retention during the first (D), second (E ), and third and final probe trials (F ) of the
hancement in NO performance would
reference-memory Morris water maze. Mice in all groups showed significant performance improvement over the training sessions during both visible and hidden training according to all measures.
not necessarily be expected. In addition,
However, performance was unaffected by either T or DHT supplementation. In contrast, mice that
in adult male testicular feminization mureceived T supplementation achieved significant spatial bias in the third probe trial, whereas placebotation (TFM) mice, which have impaired
and DHT-treated mice did not. No significant preference for the target quadrant of the maze was
AR signaling, both NO and NL recogniobserved during either the first or second probe trials for any group. *P < 0.05, a priori planned contrast.
tion is intact (Rizk et al. 2005). However,
adult female ovariectomized rats show
some circumstances, improve PA memory in rats (Frye and Lacey
improvements in NO performance when given T or DHT imme2001; Frye et al. 2004). Also, in adult male rats, systemic DHT
diately following training, indicating that androgen supplementreatment reverses castration-induced impairment in PA memory
tation can improve NO performance in some circumstances (Frye
(Frye and Seliga 2001). However, ours is the first study to show that
and Lacey 2001). However, the NO task in that study was different
DHT can improve cognitive performance in aged female mice.
from the one used in the current study. In that study, rats were
Other studies using hippocampal administration of an inhibitor of
tested 24 h after training, whereas here, mice were tested 10 min
DHT metabolism suggest that the beneficial effects of DHT in male
following training. It has been shown that NO performance
rats may be due to the hippocampal actions of its neuro-active
becomes hippocampus dependent with a 24-h delay between
metabolite 3a-diol (Frye et al. 2004). The beneficial effect of 3atraining and testing but not with a 10-min delay (Hammond et al.
diol is also attributable, at least in part, to post-training memory
2004). Thus, different brain areas were likely involved in perconsolidation effects. Conversion to 3a-diol may also mediate
formance between that study and the present study. In addition,
the beneficial effects of DHT on PA memory in aged female mice.
However, we cannot rule out potential mediation by direct genomic or nongenomic actions of the AR. For example, AR activation
has been linked to dendritic spine-synapse density (Leranth et al.
2004), adult hippocampal neurogenesis (Spritzer and Galea
2007), and central neurotransmitter systems, including glutamate
(Pouliot et al. 1996; Foradori et al. 2007), dopamine (Kritzer et al.
2007), acetylcholine (Nakamura et al. 2002), and corticotrophinreleasing factor (Gomez et al. 2004). It is interesting that the
circulating DHT levels were much higher in the T-treated group
compared with the DHT-treated group. Nonetheless, T was only
partially effective in improving PA memory performance. There
are some possible explanations for this. First, it is possible that
estrogen-related effects might counteract androgen-related improvement in PA performance. Alternatively, the level of converFigure 5. Roto-rod performance. Although there was significant persion of T to DHT in brain might be less than in the periphery,
formance improvement over the nine training trails for all groups, there
was no effect of either T or DHT supplementation.
leading to lower levels of DHT in brain regardless of high DHT in
www.learnmem.org
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addition, lesions of the amygdala impair PA memory (Swartzwelder
1981) while leaving spatial reference memory intact (Spanis et al.
1999). Finally, lesions of the parahippocampal regions including
the perirhinal cortex impair object recognition memory (Ennaceur
and Aggleton 1997). Thus, it is interesting to speculate that in aged
female mice, T mainly improves spatial reference memory by
acting on the hippocampus, DHT improves PA memory by acting
on the amygdala, and neither hormone affects the function of
parahippocampal brain regions. Future studies must specifically
target these brain regions with hormone treatments to add evidence to this interesting speculation.
In conclusion, in aged female mice, hormone supplementation with T improved spatial reference memory and DHT improved
PA memory. Neither treatment affected anxiety in the open field.
These data support the hypothesis that androgenic mechanisms can
benefit cognition in elderly female rodents, especially in tasks such
as PA in which the hippocampus and amygdala are implicated.
Future studies are warranted to determine the molecular mechanisms underlying these differential therapeutic effects.
Figure 6. Passive avoidance (PA) training performance (A) and memory
performance (B), 24 h following training. Neither T nor DHT supplementation
affected training performance as measured by the number of trials to criterion
(A). In contrast, compared with either T- or placebo-treated mice, mice that
received DHT supplementation showed significantly elevated latencies to
enter the dark chamber (PA test latency) 24 h after training, indicating
improved passive avoidance memory (B). In contrast, performance was not
improved in T-treated mice compared with placebo-treated mice. Each data
point in the figure (B) represents the actual PA test latency for each mouse. *P <
0.05 by Mann-Whitney U-test following Kruskall-Wallis test.

Materials and Methods
Mice
Female C57BL/6J mice were bred in our colony and housed three
to five per cage until they were 20–22 mo of age, at which point
surgery took place (see procedure below). Behavioral testing
commenced 6 wk following surgery. The mice remained gonadally
intact during hormone supplementation and behavioral testing
to be consistent with our previous study of ACD in C57BL/6J
mice (Benice et al. 2006). All mice were reproductively naı̈ve. We
(Benice et al. 2006), and others (Nelson et al. 1982), have found in
previous research that female C57BL/6J mice aged older than 18
mo are in permanent diestrous, indicating negligible levels of
circulating sex steroids. Food (PicoLab Rodent Diet 20, no. 5053;
PMI Nutrition International) and water were provided ad libitum,
and there was a constant 12-on/12-off light cycle (on 6:00 a.m., off
6:00 p.m.). Mice were singly housed starting 2 d before the first
behavioral test to eliminate potential social effects (including
hierarchy in the home cage and stress of removing a mouse from
the cage on remaining mice in the cage) on behavioral performance. Behavioral testing lasted 4 wk. Within 48 h of the end of
the last behavioral test, blood samples were taken to measure
plasma hormone levels (see procedure below).

age-related impairments in NO performance are exacerbated by
ovariectomy in aged female mice (Vaucher et al. 2002) and are
improved by estradiol treatments in middle-aged mice (Gresack
et al. 2007). Thus, it is interesting that T treatment did not enhance
NO/NL performance in our study as T is readily aromatized to
estradiol. However, the levels of aromatization in the brain are
unknown in aged female mice; thus, there could have been a lack of
such aromatization. Alternatively, AR stimulation by T might have
somehow counteracted estradiol-related performance enhancements. It is important to note that estradiol treatment, at least
when given after training, enhanced performance in middle-aged,
but not aged, female mice (Gresack et al. 2007). This is consistent
with our data in suggesting that aromatization of T to estradiol may
be ineffective in enhancing NO/NL performance in old female mice.
Androgen supplementation did not affect anxiety in the
open field test. Androgens are linked to stress responsiveness
and anxiety-like behavior through their actions on corticotrophinreleasing hormone and arginine-vasopressin neurons in the hypothalamus and amygdala (McCormick et al. 2002; Gomez et al.
2004). In general, androgens are considered anxiolytic, due in part
to the effects of the 3a-reduced neurosteroid 3a-diol on GABA-A
receptors (Frye and Seliga 2001; Patchev et al. 2004). However, our
data suggest that the anxiolytic effects of androgens, which have
been shown exclusively in adult animals, may not be potent in
aged animals. Furthermore, there is little data concerning androgeninduced anxiolysis in female rodents. Our data suggest that sex
differences should be examined closely in future studies of mood
elevation using androgen-based therapies.
The differential response of the cognitive tasks to T and DHT
treatment begs the question whether these hormones differentially affect the neural circuits underlying spatial reference memory, object recognition memory, and PA memory. It is well known
that hippocampal damage impairs spatial reference memory
(Morris et al. 1982) and PA memory (Stubley-Weatherly et al.
1996), but not object recognition memory with delays less than
24-h between learning and testing (Hammond et al. 2004). In
www.learnmem.org

Hormone supplementation and measurement
of hormone levels
The mice were 20–22 mo of age at the time of surgery. Each mouse
was deeply anesthetized using isofluorane in O2, and a 0.5-cm
incision was made in the skin between the shoulder blades. A
silastic capsule (inner diameter = 1.57 mm; outer diameter = 3.18
mm; length = 2.5 cm) containing either T or DHT (Sigma) or
remaining empty (placebo) was implanted subcutaneously and
the wound sutured. To measure the effectiveness of the capsules in
increasing circulating hormone levels, plasma samples were taken
following behavioral testing in a subsample of mice from each
group (placebo, n = 5; T, n = 6; DHT, n = 6) and were subjected to
ELISA analysis for concentrations of T and DHT using commercially available kits (Alpha Diagnostic International) according to
the supplier’s instructions. For plasma samples, blood was taken
from the heart into Eppendorf tubes containing ;10 mL of a 5%
EDTA solution. The blood was centrifuged for 10 min at 16,000g.
The plasma was then separated and stored at 20°C until assay.

Behavioral testing
The behavioral tasks were done in the order presented below. The
entire testing battery lasted 4 wk with 1–2 d elapsing between
tasks. All procedures followed those used in a previous study
(Benice et al. 2006) and are described briefly below.
483
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Open field test

experimenter to the platform, where they were allowed to stay for
3 sec. Mice were placed into the water facing the wall at the side of
the pool in nine different locations around the pool circumference, and the starting location was changed for each trial. The
swimming patterns of the mice were recorded at six samples/sec
with a Noldus Instrument Ethovision video tracking system (Noldus
Information Technology). To measure performance in both the
visible and hidden training, the latency to find the platform (escape
latency, seconds), total distance moved (centimeters), and average
swim speed were analyzed as outcome measures for each session.

Open field activity was assessed individually for 10 min in brightly
lit enclosures (16-in 3 16-in square) equipped with a 16 3 16 array
of infrared photocells for measuring horizontal movements, and
quantified automatically by computer (Kinder Scientific). Total
distance moved measured activity levels and percentage of time
spent in the center of the enclosure was used as a measure of
anxiety-like behavior (Clement et al. 2002). After each assessment
of open field activity, the equipment was cleaned with 5% acetic
acid to remove residual odors.

Probe trial testing
The probe trials were designed to examine the extent of spatial
discrimination learning (spatial bias) at three different time points
during hidden platform training. To do this, the platform was
removed from the pool ;1 h after the last hidden platform training trial of each day of hidden training (total of three probe trials),
and the time that mice spent swimming in the target quadrant
(where the platform was located during hidden platform training),
and in the three nontarget quadrants (right, left, and opposite
quadrant) was measured over a 60-sec trial. Preferential searching
was indicated by more time spent in the target quadrant than any
nontarget quadrant.

NO/NL recognition
For three consecutive days, the mice were individually habituated
to a 16-in 3 16-in square-shaped open field with clear Plexiglas
walls for 5 min (Hamilton-Kinder). On the fourth day, the mice
were first trained in three consecutive 10-min familiarization trials
and then were tested in two consecutive 10-min trials, each with a
5-min intertrial interval. For the familiarization trials, three plastic
toy objects were placed in the open field (one in each of three
corners), and an individual animal was allowed to explore for
10 min. All familiar objects were exchanged with replicas in
subsequent trials. After three familiarization trials, the mouse
was tested in a location novelty recognition test in which one of
the familiar objects was moved to a novel location in the arena.
The same object was moved to the same new location for every
mouse tested. The mouse was then tested in an object novelty
recognition test in which a novel object replaced one of the
familiar objects. All objects and the arena were thoroughly cleaned
with 5% acetic acid between trials to remove odors.
The time spent exploring each object during the familiarization training and the testing trials was recorded by a trained
observer. Exploration was defined as approaching the object nose
first within 2–4 cm. The time spent exploring each object, as a
percentage of the total exploration time, was calculated for each
trial. The difference between the percentage of time spent exploring the object in the novel location (trial 4) and the percentage of
time spent exploring the same object in its original location on
the previous trial (trial 3) was calculated to measure novel location
recognition. The percentage of time spent exploring the novel
object during trial 5 minus the percentage of time spent exploring
the familiar object in the same location on trial 4 was calculated to
measure novel object recognition. To be sure that motivation
to explore the objects was similar between the groups, we also
analyzed the total time exploring the objects over the five trials.

Roto-rod
Roto-rod was used to test potential effects of hormone supplementation on a variety of proprioceptive, vestibular, and finetuned motor abilities. In this task, mice balanced on a 7-cm
diameter rotating rod (Kinder Scientific). After a 1-min adaptation
period without rotation, the rod was accelerated by 5 rpm every 15
sec, and the latency to fall from the rod was recorded. Each mouse
received 3 d of roto-rod testing with three trials per day and a ;20min intertrial interval. The average fall latency for all trials was
used as the measure of motor coordination.

Passive avoidance (PA)
PA performance was measured with a step-through box consisting of
a brightly lit compartment and an identical dark compartment
connected with a sliding door (Hamilton-Kinder). Mice were placed
individually in the bright compartment, and after a habituation
period of 5 sec, the door was opened into the darkened compartment. Mice, being averse to bright light, were naturally inclined to
enter the darkened compartment. When they did so, the door
quickly shut and a slight footshock was delivered (0.3 mA for 3 sec).
Each mouse was trained until it met a learning criterion of three
consecutive 120-sec trials without entering the darkened compartment or it completed to 10 trials, whichever came first. Twenty-four
hours later, each mouse was once again placed into the bright
compartment, and the latency to re-enter the dark compartment
was recorded up to 300 sec. The number of trials to criterion was
used to measure PA acquisition, and time before entering the dark
chamber 24 h after training was used to measure PA memory.

Reference-memory water maze
Training
A circular pool (diameter, 140 cm) was filled with opaque water
(24°C), and mice were trained to swim to a submerged platform in
order to escape from the water. First they were trained with the
platform clearly marked with a beacon during the visible platform
component (nonspatial training, days 1 and 2, sessions 1–4). Mice
were then trained with the beacon removed in the hidden platform
component (spatial training, days 3–5, sessions 5–10), during which
the mice had to navigate by using the available spatial cues in the
room (posters on the walls and assorted apparatus on benches).
Whereas the visible component of training is not sensitive to
hippocampal lesions, the hidden component of training is (Morris
et al. 1982). In order to avoid any quadrant bias, mice were assigned
to four blocking groups using a randomized block design with the
starting quadrant as the blocking factor, and each blocking group
started training in a different quadrant of the pool. Thenceforth,
during the visible platform training, the platform was moved to
a different quadrant of the pool for each session. In contrast, for the
hidden platform training, the platform location was kept constant
for each blocking group with the hidden platform location being
the same as the location in the first visible platform session.
There were two daily sessions 3.5 h apart, each consisting
of three 60-sec trials (with 10- to 15-min intertrial intervals). Mice
that failed to find the platform within 60 sec were led by the
www.learnmem.org

Statistical analysis
For plasma hormone levels, open field test, and the NO/NL tasks,
the effect of hormone treatment as a between-subjects factor was
measured by one-way fixed ANOVA. Reference-memory water
maze training performance and total time exploring the objects
in the NO/NL trials were analyzed using two-way mixed ANOVA
with hormone treatment as the between-subjects factor and training
session as the within-subjects factor. For the water-maze probe trials,
we expected a priori to see higher preference for the target quadrant
over the other four quadrants. Thus, to measure whether there was
spatial bias for the target quadrant in each probe trial for each group,
a priori contrasts were used comparing time spent swimming in the
target quadrant vs. all other quadrants. The contrast coefficients
used were as follows: percent time swimming in the target quadrant =
1, percent time swimming in the left quadrant = 1/3, percent time
swimming in the right quadrant = 1/3, and percent time swimming
in the opposite quadrant = 1/3. Roto-rod performance was analyzed
in the same fashion as water maze training performance, except trial
number was the within-subjects factor. The effects of hormone
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treatment on PA acquisition and memory performance were analyzed
using Kruskal–Wallis nonparametric test. For the ANOVA analyses,
Duncan’s post-hoc test was used to measure differences between
individual groups where appropriate. Kruskal–Wallis tests were followed by Mann-Whitney U-tests to compare individual groups.
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